Ernest "McGill" Duffee III
December 15, 1983 - June 19, 2021

Frankfort - Ernest "McGill" Duffee, III, passed away at home on Saturday, June 19, 2021.
Memorial Services will be held at the Church of the Ascension on Saturday, June 26,
2021, at 3:00 p.m.
McGill was born in Orlando, Florida, on December 15, 1983, to Ernest McGill Duffee, Jr.,
and Claudia Hill Duffee.
Arrangements are under the direction of Harrod Brothers Funeral Home & Crematory.
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Comments

“

Mcgill was always a kind hearted soul and only meant well onto others. Every step
he would take was one of faith and his relationship with jesus and the lord was well
versed. In his life he came to know many people and never did a single one of those
any wrong even if they did upon him. Many times he was the voice of reasoning upon
my and others struggles through certain times in our lives. I have witnessed his ups
and downs. But one can only be there so much as lives progress and distance
comes between one and another. I wish i could have been with him and maybe at
least could have returned the favor but there again is only so much another can do to
influence somebodies choices and life as it is their own to make. Whether right or
wrong the choices are made, but when walking the steps on the path of
righteousness, those choices are only ones of worldly concern as this vessel will
perish and our light will be freed and accepted into our faith.. we will all meet again
some lovely day. And it will all be ok until we get to our points of leaving behind this
vessel and our loved ones to be with the ones weve already lost. Mcgill im going to
miss you man. And im sorry i couldnt be there for you when you needed it most.. wait
on me up there buddy and tell my momma i love her.. goodbye …. ..

A Friend - October 03, 2021 at 01:57 AM

